1. Introduction {#sec1-ijms-19-03491}
===============

Numerous drugs have been developed to target the receptor tyrosine kinase (RTK) family of growth factor receptors containing aberrations such as mutations, deletions, translocations and amplification/overexpression. The RTK family includes 58 types of receptors grouped into 20 subfamilies based on their kinase domain sequence; these receptors control fundamental cell behaviors such as cell proliferation, apoptosis and migration \[[@B1-ijms-19-03491]\]. All RTKs contain an extracellular domain, containing the ligand-binding site, single transmembrane region and cytosolic domain, which includes the region with protein tyrosine kinase activity. These RTKs receive and transmit signals from the environment in nature. Binding of their ligands to each extracellular region leads to self-association which generally guides the cytosolic regions to form dimers, producing activated tyrosine kinases. Aberrant activation of RTKs can be caused by ligand-dependent or ligand-independent mechanisms. In colorectal cancer, epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) ligand aberrations, with amphiregulin, epiregulin and transforming growth factor (TGF)-α may act as prognostic indicators and predictive biomarkers of the response to anti-EGFR antibodies, such as cetuximab or panitumumab, even when wild-type KRAS is present. Oncogenic mutations, translocations and amplifications are also RTK aberrations. EGFR mutation in non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC), RET mutation in medullary thyroid carcinoma, ALK translocation and ROS1 translocation in NSCLC and HER2 amplification in breast cancer have been reported and therapies have been established. Because of recent advances in genomics analyses, additional potential candidates are currently under evaluation in many clinical trials.

In this review, we discuss the recent development of molecular targeting drugs for RTK aberrations in cancers, including potential or established molecular targets of EGFR, HER2, ALK, ROS1, vascular endothelial growth factor receptor (VEGF(R)), MET, insulin-like growth factor 1 receptor (IGF1R) and fibroblast growth factor receptor (FGFR), focusing on therapies for individual patients with cancer.

2. Biology of RTKs and Link with Cancer {#sec2-ijms-19-03491}
=======================================

2.1. Classification and Characterization of RTKs {#sec2dot1-ijms-19-03491}
------------------------------------------------

RTKs consist of an extracellular ligand-binding region, single transmembrane domain and cytoplasmic kinase domain \[[@B2-ijms-19-03491]\]. Particularly, the extracellular domain in each class of receptors has a different structure and sequence, which defines its ligand specificity. Each receptor possesses different types and numbers of distinctive protein motifs, such as an immunoglobulin-like (Ig) domain, leucine-rich domain (L domain), cysteine-rich domain (CR domain), or fibronectin type 3 (Fn3)-like domain. The cytoplasmic domain includes the tyrosine kinase domain and the C-terminal region \[[@B1-ijms-19-03491]\]. Some receptors have a kinase insert domain that divides the kinase domain when sequences of various lengths are inserted \[[@B3-ijms-19-03491]\]. The C-terminal domains vary between RTK families, rendering specificity and diversity of downstream signals to cells. However, only insulin receptor family protein has α and β subunits and exists as a dimer independently of ligand binding.

2.2. Mechanisms of Activation {#sec2dot2-ijms-19-03491}
-----------------------------

Although there are various types of RTKs, they have two characteristics in common; (1) dimerization after binding to their ligands and (2) auto-phosphorylation of tyrosine residues \[[@B4-ijms-19-03491]\]. Binding of ligands to the extracellular domains of RTKs triggers enzyme activation. The monomeric and self-inactivated receptor undergoes a dynamic conformation change, resulting in the homo-/hetero-dimer formation and tyrosine kinase activity. RTKs auto-phosphorylate tyrosine residues in kinase domain and the C-terminal region, leading to the assembly of signaling molecules containing the Src homology 2 domain and phosphotyrosine-binding domain. These molecules include kinases (phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K), SRC), adaptor proteins (SHC, GRB2), transcriptional factors (signal transducer and activator of transcription (STAT)), ubiquitin ligases and phospholipases (PLC-γ) They activate downstream signal cascades, such as the RAS/RAF/mitogen-activated kinase (MAP), PI3K/AKT/mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR), PLC-γ/protein kinase C and Janus kinase (JAK)/STAT pathways. Ultimately, these signals induce diverse biological responses, that is, cell growth, survival, inhibition of apoptosis, promotion of angiogenesis and activation of cell motility \[[@B5-ijms-19-03491]\].

2.3. EGFR/ERBB Family {#sec2dot3-ijms-19-03491}
---------------------

Receptors for epidermal growth factor (EGF), leukocyte tyrosine kinase (LTK) (ALK), platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF), vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), fibroblast growth factor (FGF), hepatocyte growth factor (HGF) (MET) and insulin are significantly associated with oncogenic aberrations and are suitable targets for molecular-targeting therapy. Here, we provide detailed information about these six subfamilies of RTKs.

The EGFR/ERBB family is a representative target for cancer therapy to which small molecule tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs) and monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) are developed, approved and applied. The EGFR/ERBB protein family is comprised of four structurally related kinases: EGFR, HER2, HER3 and HER4 \[[@B4-ijms-19-03491]\]. These receptors form homo-/hetero dimers in response to ligand binding and each shows different specificity and affinity to its ligands; EGFR specifically binds to EGF, TGF-α, amphiregulin and epigen, both EGFR and HER4 bind to betacellulin, HB-EGF and epiregulin and HER3 and/or HER4 bind to the neuregulin family, EGF and TGF-α \[[@B6-ijms-19-03491]\]. Based on data obtained using gene-deficient mice, loss of the *ErbB* family results in organ defects including the epidermis, mammary gland, lung, heart and brain, demonstrating their essential roles in organ development \[[@B7-ijms-19-03491],[@B8-ijms-19-03491],[@B9-ijms-19-03491]\]. In contrast, transgenic mice models overexpressing *Erbb* showed the development and progression of solid tumors such as mammary adenocarcinomas, skin squamous cell carcinoma and lung adenocarcinoma \[[@B10-ijms-19-03491]\].

### 2.3.1. EGFR {#sec2dot3dot1-ijms-19-03491}

In human cancer, several types of gene aberrations in the ERBB family have been reported. In glioma, an oncogenic mutation named as EGFRvIII (EGFR verIII) was first identified in 1988 \[[@B11-ijms-19-03491]\]. This mutation is a deletion of EGFR exons 2--7, corresponding to the EGFR ectodomain, which enhances tumorigenicity via ligand-independent dimerization and constitutive activation. EGFRvIII has been detected not only in high-grade human gliomas but also in lung, breast, skin, head and neck and ovarian cancers. However, adequate therapeutic strategies with high efficacy have not been reported, despite the evaluation of specific antibodies, vaccines and EGFR TKIs in several clinical trials \[[@B12-ijms-19-03491]\]. In lung adenocarcinoma, the most extensively investigated somatic mutations in EGFR are deletions in exon19 (dels746--750) or a replacement of leucine by arginine at codon 858 in exon 21 (L858R), leading to tremendous contributions to clinical practice \[[@B13-ijms-19-03491],[@B14-ijms-19-03491]\]. These two types of mutations exist in the ATP-binding domain of the tyrosine kinase, yielding an increase of EGFR activity. EGFR overexpression is observed in 40--80% of NSCLC patients caused by epigenetic aberrations and gene copy number alterations. Also, several reports have shown the EGFR gene amplification in colorectal cancer (CRC) and squamous cell carcinoma of the head and neck (SCCHN), although EGFR mutations are less commonly detected \[[@B15-ijms-19-03491],[@B16-ijms-19-03491]\]. Detailed information on EGFR-TKI targeting of these active mutations is described in [Section 3](#sec3-ijms-19-03491){ref-type="sec"}.

### 2.3.2. HER2 {#sec2dot3dot2-ijms-19-03491}

The primary HER2 aberration is gene amplification, resulting in protein overexpression. Approximately 1--37% of tumors show HER2 overexpression. Particularly, HER2 fulfills a crucial role in breast cancer as a driver mutation. Approximately 20% of patients with breast cancer harbor HER2 amplification; consequently, anti-HER2 drugs such as trastuzumab and lapatinib exhibit significant efficacy in patients with HER2-positive breast cancer \[[@B17-ijms-19-03491]\]. Furthermore, HER2 gene amplification is detected in gastric or gastroesophageal cancers (6--30%), pancreas (2--29%) and bladder cancer (5--15%) \[[@B18-ijms-19-03491]\]. HER2 has no binding ability to any known EGFR ligands owing to the lack of a ligand-binding domain. HER2 preferably form heterodimers with other EGFR family members via extracellular domains, leading to its constitutive activation. Of all four EGFR family receptors, heterodimer with HER3 exhibits the most robust kinase activity, thereby triggering the activation of downstream signals such as PI3K/AKT and MAPK pathway. Notably, HER2 homodimer formation is possible when HER2 is overexpressed.

### 2.3.3. HER3 {#sec2dot3dot3-ijms-19-03491}

HER3 requires interactions with other EGFR members to exert its biological function because HER3 has weak or no intrinsic kinase activity. Other EGFR family proteins phosphorylate nine tyrosine phosphorylation sites in the intracellular domain of HER3. Among them, six tyrosine residues (Y1054, Y1197, Y1222, Y1260, Y1276 and Y1289) are binding sites for the PI3K/p85 regulatory subunit, resulting in the strong survival-promoting signal mediated by PI3K/AKT/mTOR pathway in cancer cells. In addition, phospho-Y1199 and Y1262 interact with GRB2 and phospho-Y1328 binds to SHC. These two adaptor proteins are involved in the growth signal via the MAPK pathway. In several types of cancer, HER3 functions as a tumorigenic molecule via interactions with HER2 and EGFR. Recently, however, somatic mutations also have been reported in several tumors including CRC (11%) and gastric cancer (12%). Many of these mutations are located in the extracellular domain (V104, A232, P262, G284 D297, G325 and T355), while two mutations were identified in the kinase domain (S846I and E928G).

2.4. Anaplastic Lymphoma Kinase (ALK) {#sec2dot4-ijms-19-03491}
-------------------------------------

ALK belongs to the LTK family containing a single glycine-rich domain in the extracellular region \[[@B19-ijms-19-03491]\]. ALK is thought to regulate the development of the brain and nervous systems. ALK-deficient mice display aberrations in hippocampus formation \[[@B20-ijms-19-03491]\]. In cancer development, however, ALK took the spotlight when it was discovered that the ALK gene is fused to echinoderm microtubule-associated protein like 4 (EML4) on chromosome 2 in NSCLC \[[@B21-ijms-19-03491]\]. This was the first discovery of chromosomal rearrangement in solid tumors, which resulted in the clinical application of crizotinib to patients with NSCLC showing EML4/ALK fusion. Currently, several ALK-fusions have been identified in lung tumors, that is, ALK/KIF5B, ALK/TFG, ALK/ASXL2 \[[@B22-ijms-19-03491],[@B23-ijms-19-03491]\]. Additionally, this gene was found to be mutated or amplified in neuroblastoma and glioblastoma \[[@B24-ijms-19-03491],[@B25-ijms-19-03491],[@B26-ijms-19-03491]\]. Detailed information regarding ALK-targeted cancer therapy is described in another section.

2.5. VEGFR, PDGF/kit and FGF {#sec2dot5-ijms-19-03491}
----------------------------

VEGF, PDGF/kit and FGF contain seven, five and three Ig-like domains in the extracellular domain, respectively \[[@B27-ijms-19-03491]\]. These RTKs have been implicated in vascular development by affecting the proliferation and migration of endothelial cells or pericytes. Among them, VEGF is a major regulator of tumor angiogenesis via endothelial cell proliferation and the permeability of blood vessels \[[@B28-ijms-19-03491],[@B29-ijms-19-03491]\]. VEGF is expressed in most human cancers such as breast, kidney and colon and patients with tumors showing elevated VEGF expression have a poor prognosis \[[@B30-ijms-19-03491]\]. The five genes comprising the VEGF family (VEGF-A, -B, -C, -D and placenta growth factor (PlGF)) exhibit 40--80% homology \[[@B31-ijms-19-03491]\]. VEGF-A, generally referred to as VEGF, has some RNA splicing variants such as VEGF~121~, VEGF~165~, VEGF~189~ and VEGF~206~. Particularly, VEGF~121~ and VEGF~165~, which exist in the circulating blood, mainly regulate tumor neovascularization. These isoforms transfer the angiogenesis signal via two VEGF receptors, VEGFR-2 (KDR/Flk-1) and VEGFR-1 (flt-1) \[[@B30-ijms-19-03491]\].

VEGFR2 is an essential molecule that initiates and positively controls the sprouting angiogenesis. VEGFR2 has five major auto-phosphorylation sites, that is, Y951 within the kinase insert domain, Y1054 and 1059 in the kinase catalytic domain and Y1175 and Y1214 in the carboxy-terminal domain. Phosphorylation of Y951 recruits the T cell-specific adapter, which mediates actin reorganization, cell migration and increased blood permeability. Phospho-Y1175 (pY1175) binds to PLC-γ and then activates growth signals through the PKCβ/MAPK pathway \[[@B32-ijms-19-03491]\]. The adapter proteins SHB and SCK also interact with pY1175, resulting in increased activation of PI3K and focal adhesion kinase, resulting in survival signal generation and stress fiber and focal adhesion formation \[[@B33-ijms-19-03491],[@B34-ijms-19-03491]\]. It is generally considered that VEGFR1 functions as a decoy receptor of VEGFR2 in angiogenesis during organ development. VEGFR1 has approximately 10-fold higher affinity to VEGF than VEGFR2 but exhibits a weaker signal compared to VEGFR2 \[[@B35-ijms-19-03491]\]. The soluble form of VEGFR1, produced by the alternative splicing of VEGFR1, can trap VEGF in the blood fluid \[[@B36-ijms-19-03491]\]. Furthermore, VEGFR1-deficient mice display embryonic lethality, accompanied by large, disorganized blood vessels and abnormal proliferation of hemangioblasts \[[@B37-ijms-19-03491]\]. In contrast, several studies have suggested that VEGFR1 can promote angiogenesis and induce bone marrow-derived vascular endothelial progenitor cells in tumor tissues \[[@B38-ijms-19-03491]\]. Therefore, its precise function remains unclear.

The PDGFR family, also named as class III RTKs, includes PDGFRα, PDGFRβ, KIT (CD117, stem cell factor receptor), colony-stimulating factor 1 receptor and Fms-like tyrosine kinase 3 \[[@B3-ijms-19-03491],[@B27-ijms-19-03491]\]. Mutations in PDGFR family genes, particularly *PDGFRα* and *c-KIT*, are most frequently found in gastrointestinal stromal tumors (GISTs) \[[@B39-ijms-19-03491],[@B40-ijms-19-03491],[@B41-ijms-19-03491]\]. Active mutations in *c-KIT* are detected in 80--90% of sporadic GISTs, mainly between L~550~ and R~588~ in exon 11 corresponding to the juxtamembrane domain. *PDGFRα* is mutated in approximately 10% of GISTs in exon 12 (V561D), 14 (N659L, N659Y) and 18 (D842V) which encode the cytoplasmic domain \[[@B42-ijms-19-03491]\]. These gene mutations create a constitutively active form of the kinase that is not required for ligand binding to be activated. Approximately 20 families of inherited GISTs due to germline mutations in c-KIT or PDGFRα have been reported to date \[[@B43-ijms-19-03491],[@B44-ijms-19-03491]\]. The mutation site is similar to cases of sporadic GIST, with the most common mutation in exon 11, 3 cases in exon 13 (L642E) and 3 cases in exon 17 (N822L, N822H) of c-KIT. Two mutations in *PDGFRα* were found in two families in exons 12 and 18.

*FGFR*s are comprised of four highly conserved genes (*FGFR1*--*4*) and one gene lacking the sequences corresponding to a kinase domain (*FGFR5*). Additionally, alternative splicing of these genes generates numerous variants of the receptors. Moreover, there are many FGFs (at least 22 members), several of which bind to one or more receptors. The characteristic feature of FGF/FGFR is its contribution to the diverse and complex functions and signaling of the FGF-axis which modulates tissue development, the endocrine system, homeostasis, angiogenesis and wound healing \[[@B45-ijms-19-03491]\]. Numerous studies have detected genetic alterations of FGFR in human cancers, such as gene amplifications, activating mutations and chromosomal translocations. Gene amplification and protein overexpression of FGFR1 was detected in squamous cell lung carcinoma (\~20%), small-cell lung carcinoma (6%) and breast cancers (10--13%), including hormone receptor-positive or triple-negative breast cancers \[[@B46-ijms-19-03491],[@B47-ijms-19-03491],[@B48-ijms-19-03491]\]. FGFR2 is also amplified in gastric cancers (5--10%) \[[@B49-ijms-19-03491]\] and a small subset of breast cancers \[[@B49-ijms-19-03491]\]. Amplification of FGFR3 and 4 is not frequently reported. Somatic activating mutations in FGFRs, particularly FGFR2 and FGFR3, are commonly found in many types of tumors including NSCLCs and endometrial, gastric, ovarian and urothelial cancers \[[@B45-ijms-19-03491]\]. Characteristically, mutations in FGFRs are mainly present in the extracellular and transmembrane domains, leading to increased affinity of FGFRs for their ligands (e.g., S252W in FGFR2, S373C and Y376C in FGFR2-IIIc, G370C and Y373C in FGFR3-IIIc) or constitutive receptor dimerization via aberrant disulfide bond formation \[[@B50-ijms-19-03491]\]. Additionally, FGFR3 mutations in the extracellular domain (R248C, S249C) promote the dimerization of receptors and ligand-independent activation. Furthermore, somatic mutations in the kinase domain of FGFR1 (N546K, N549H/N) result in constitutively kinase activation of the receptors, although this is less frequent \[[@B51-ijms-19-03491]\]. Third, oncogenic alterations in FGFRs result in fusion with other genes via chromosomal translocations. For example, in a small fraction of glioblastoma multiforme cases, *FGFR1* or *FGFR3* fuse in-frame with transforming acidic coiled-coil containing 1 (*TACC1*) or *TACC3*, respectively. TACC possesses a motif involved in protein oligomerization, causing the FGFR/TACC protein to display ligand-independent dimerization and constitutive activation. This fusion protein localizes to mitotic spindle poles, where it induces mitotic and chromosomal segregation defects and aneuploidy \[[@B52-ijms-19-03491]\]. Additionally, FGFR2-fused proteins have been identified in intrahepatic cholangiocarcinomas, lung, thyroid and prostate cancers; that is, FGFR2/citron Rho-interacting kinase, FGFR2/coiled-coil domain-containing protein 6, FGFR2/cell cycle and apoptosis regulator protein 2 and FGFR2/oral-facial-digital syndrome 1 protein \[[@B45-ijms-19-03491]\].

VEGFR, PDGF/kit and FGFR have similar structures in their intercellular kinase domains. Thus, multikinase inhibitors (MKIs) targeting these RTKs, for example, regorafenib, pazopanib and dovitinib, have been developed and approved. Such MKIs can concomitantly inhibit multiple signals evoked by different RTKs to increase efficacy and reduce resistance. However, they exhibit a variety of side effects, particularly dermatological reactions such as hand-foot skin syndrome, rash, pruritus and general gastrointestinal symptoms.

2.6. Hepatocyte Growth Factor (HGF)/Mesenchymal-Epithelial Transition Factor Receptor (MET) {#sec2dot6-ijms-19-03491}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

c-MET was identified as a proto-oncogene in 1984 \[[@B53-ijms-19-03491]\] and is a receptor for HGF. The HGF-MET axis regulates the embryogenesis, morphogenesis and development of the liver and placenta \[[@B54-ijms-19-03491]\]. The immature MET protein is proteolytically cleaved to produce a 45-kDa α-subunit and 145-kDa β-subunit; these two subunits links through a disulfide bond to generate the mature receptor. The β-subunit contains one Sema domain and four Ig-domains in its extracellular region and tyrosine residues in its kinase domain (Y-1134, 1135) and C-terminal domain (Y-1349, 1356), which are essential for diverse cellular signaling events. Phospho-Y1356 interacts with GRB2, PLC-γ and PI3K. Y-1349 and Y1356 recruit SRC, SHC and GRB2-associated binding protein 1 (GAB1). GAB1 contains several tyrosine residues which become phosphorylated upon its interaction with MET. This results in the assembly of numerous signaling molecules, including PI3K, SHP2, CRK and PLC-γ. In human cancers, *MET* amplification and protein overexpression have been detected in gastric carcinoma \[[@B55-ijms-19-03491]\], medulloblastomas \[[@B56-ijms-19-03491]\] and NSCLCs with acquired resistance to EGFR-TKI \[[@B57-ijms-19-03491]\]. Moreover, elevated expression of the MET protein via increased transcription results in the occurrence and progression of many types of tumors including thyroid \[[@B58-ijms-19-03491]\], colorectal \[[@B59-ijms-19-03491]\], pancreatic \[[@B60-ijms-19-03491]\], ovarian \[[@B61-ijms-19-03491]\] and breast cancers \[[@B62-ijms-19-03491]\]. Activating point mutations in the kinase domain in MET have been reported in both sporadic and inherited renal papillary carcinomas \[[@B63-ijms-19-03491]\].

2.7. Insulin/Insulin-Like Growth Factor (IGF) Receptor {#sec2dot7-ijms-19-03491}
------------------------------------------------------

Insulin receptor family members (class II) including insulin receptor (InsR) and IGF1R and are distinct from other RTK classes in their structures. The receptor is constituted by two α subunits and two β subunits and exists as a dimer even under in the absence of a ligand. Both the α and β subunits are derived from a single gene and mRNA. A functional receptor with α/β chains is created from the precursor protein through glycosylation, proteolytic cleavage and crosslinks between several cysteine residues. The α chains contain only the extracellular domain containing two L domains, one CR domain and one Fn3 domain, while the β subunit possesses the extra-, membrane- and intracellular kinase domains that transduce external signals inside the cells \[[@B64-ijms-19-03491],[@B65-ijms-19-03491]\]. After auto-phosphorylation of three tyrosine residues (Y1146, Y1150 and Y1151 in InsR, Y1131, Y1135 and Y1151 in IGF1R) in the kinase domain of InsR family proteins, they recruit an adaptor protein, insulin receptor substrate 1 (IRS-1) \[[@B66-ijms-19-03491]\]. InsR or IGF1R binds to IRS-1 via the phosphotyrosine-binding domain and phosphorylates multiple sites on tyrosine in IRS-1, leading to the association with several signaling molecules such as PI3K, GRB2 and SHP2 \[[@B67-ijms-19-03491],[@B68-ijms-19-03491]\].

3. EGFR Targeted Cancer Therapy, Resistance, & Overcoming Resistance {#sec3-ijms-19-03491}
====================================================================

3.1. Cancer Therapy Targeting EGFR {#sec3dot1-ijms-19-03491}
----------------------------------

TKIs and mAbs are currently the main approaches for targeting EGFR in manifold human cancer therapies \[[@B69-ijms-19-03491],[@B70-ijms-19-03491],[@B71-ijms-19-03491],[@B72-ijms-19-03491]\]. The mechanisms of these approaches involve targeting the intracellular tyrosine kinase domain (TKIs) and binding to extracellular domains \[[@B73-ijms-19-03491],[@B74-ijms-19-03491]\]. Previous clinical studies revealed the significant efficacy of cancer therapies targeting EGFR in overall survival (OS), progression-free survival (PFS) and overall response (OR) in several types of cancers, including NSCLC, CRC, pancreatic cancer, breast cancer and SCCHN \[[@B75-ijms-19-03491],[@B76-ijms-19-03491],[@B77-ijms-19-03491]\]. However, in most cases, EGFR TKIs lose their sensitivity within 9--14 months. Previous studies reported that several possible mechanisms of EGFR TKIs lead to acquired resistance \[[@B78-ijms-19-03491]\].

### 3.1.1. EGFR TKIs {#sec3dot1dot1-ijms-19-03491}

TKIs bind to ATP-binding pockets located at the intracellular catalytic kinase domain of RTKs, blocking activation of downstream signaling \[[@B79-ijms-19-03491]\]. Although compared to traditional platinum-based combination chemotherapy, EGFR-TKIs provided significant clinical benefits and became a cornerstone treatment strategy for various cancers including NSCLC with *EGFR*-activating mutations, the low safety profiles of these agents should be acknowledged \[[@B80-ijms-19-03491]\]. Skin rushes, such as acneiform eruptions, are often observed \[[@B81-ijms-19-03491]\]. Notably, EGFR TKIs related pulmonary toxicities and interstitial lung disease have emerged as serious adverse effects. Although the mechanism remains unclear, previous studies revealed that male sex, a history of smoking and concomitant interstitial pneumonia and poor performance status were all significant risk factors for interstitial lung disease \[[@B82-ijms-19-03491],[@B83-ijms-19-03491],[@B84-ijms-19-03491]\]. Several EGFR TKIs are currently available for cancer treatment \[[@B85-ijms-19-03491]\]. Reversible, first-generation EGFR-TKIs (gefitinib and erlotinib) clinically improved the prognosis of patients with NSCLC harboring *EGFR*-activating mutations (exon 19 15-base pair deletion and exon 21 L858R) \[[@B86-ijms-19-03491],[@B87-ijms-19-03491]\]. Irreversible, second-generation EGFR TKIs (afatinib and dacomitinib) showed an increased cellular potency against EGFR oncogenic variants (e.g., EGFR-L858R/T790M) \[[@B88-ijms-19-03491],[@B89-ijms-19-03491],[@B90-ijms-19-03491],[@B91-ijms-19-03491],[@B92-ijms-19-03491]\]. Nevertheless, patients who respond to these treatments exhibit acquired resistance within 9--14 months. The secondary mutation T790M is detected in approximately 60% of these resistant cases \[[@B78-ijms-19-03491],[@B93-ijms-19-03491],[@B94-ijms-19-03491],[@B95-ijms-19-03491]\]. To overcome T790M-mediated resistance, third-generation EGFR TKIs (osimertinib, olmutinib and rociletinib) have been developed. These agents target T790M, re-sensitizing cancer cells to EGFR TKI inhibition \[[@B93-ijms-19-03491],[@B96-ijms-19-03491],[@B97-ijms-19-03491],[@B98-ijms-19-03491]\]. A recent report of AURA-3 in a randomized phase III clinical trial revealed that osimertinib represents the standard therapy in NSCLC with *EGFR*-activating mutation after the failure of first-line EGFR-TKIs compared to platinum-based chemotherapy \[[@B99-ijms-19-03491]\]. Moreover, the FLAURA study demonstrated that osimertinib was more effective in improving PFS as a first-line treatment for *EGFR* mutation-positive advanced NSCLC compared to standard EGFR-TKIs (gefitinib or erlotinib) with a similar safety profile and lower rates of serious adverse events \[[@B100-ijms-19-03491]\]. A recent network meta-analysis (NMA) revealed that osimertinib was the best therapeutic agent among five major EGFR TKIs as first-line treatments because it achieved the longest PFS of patients with NSCLC containing *EGFR*-activating mutations \[[@B101-ijms-19-03491]\]. We performed a NMA using the statistical method of the frequentist approach \[[@B102-ijms-19-03491]\] to evaluate four phase III trials \[[@B100-ijms-19-03491],[@B103-ijms-19-03491],[@B104-ijms-19-03491],[@B105-ijms-19-03491]\] including 1305 patients for PFS to examine first-line treatment of NSCLC with *EGFR*-activating mutations. The statistical NMA method makes it possible to indirectly compare the efficacy or safety of treatments even if there were no previous reports of RCTs that compared the treatments. We compared osimertinib versus chemotherapy, gefitinib or erlotinib and afatinib using the statistical method of NMA. In this analysis, the primary endpoint was PFS. The data were expressed as mean differences (MD) and 95% confidence interval (CI). The result revealed that the PFS following treatment with osimertinib was significantly prolonged compared to that of chemotherapy (MD, 14.15; 95% CI, 5.46 to 22.83; *p* \< 0.001) or gefitinib or erlotinib (MD, 7.94; 95% CI, 0.83 to 15.15; *p* = 0.029), although there was no significant difference in PFS between osimertinib and afatinib treatment (MD, 8.53; 95% CI, −2.62 to 19.33; *p* = 0.136) ([Table 1](#ijms-19-03491-t001){ref-type="table"}). Next, we used the surface under the cumulative ranking curves (SUCRA), a popular ranking method, which considers the ratio of the area under the cumulative ranking curve to the total area in the plot, to identify which therapeutics had the best effects on PFS of patients with NSCLC harboring *EGFR*-activating mutations as a first-line therapy. The larger SUCRA indicates the more favorable treatment. The result revealed that osimertinib ranked higher than gefitinib or erlotinib and afatinib ([Figure 1](#ijms-19-03491-f001){ref-type="fig"}, [Table 2](#ijms-19-03491-t002){ref-type="table"}). These results strongly indicate that osmertinib can be used as a therapeutic agent for NSCLC with *EGFR*-activating mutations as a first-line therapy. However, additional treatment strategies for NSCLC with *EGFR*-activating mutations should be developed and studies should be conducted to understand the resistance mechanisms to overcome resistance to first-, second- and third- EGFR TKIs.

### 3.1.2. Anti-EGFR mAbs {#sec3dot1dot2-ijms-19-03491}

Anti-EGFR mAbs were developed to specifically react against the EGFR extracellular region, leading to prevention of ligand binding and inhibition of receptor dimerization, autophosphorylation and downstream signaling. Further, these mAbs cause receptor dimerization, ubiquitination, degradation and prolonged downregulation \[[@B106-ijms-19-03491],[@B107-ijms-19-03491]\]. EGFR family receptors are considered as therapeutic targets of mAbs to inhibit their activities in tumor growth and resistance. However, the efficacy for OS was limited because of resistance mechanisms from a clinical perspective. Several mAbs against EGFRs including cetuximab and panitumumab are currently available for CRC and SCCHN as cancer therapeutics. Cetuximab in combination with platinum-fluorouracil chemotherapy significantly improved OS compared to platinum-fluorouracil chemotherapy alone as the first-line treatment in patients with recurrent or metastatic SCCHN \[[@B108-ijms-19-03491]\]. Combination therapy with panitumumab and FOLFOX4 resulted in significant improvements in OS compared to FOLFOX4 therapy alone in patients with metastatic CRC without *RAS* mutations \[[@B109-ijms-19-03491]\]. Based on these results, cetuximab and panitumumab were clinically restricted to use in combination with standard chemotherapy but not as a single agent.

3.2. Resistance Mechanisms to EGFR TKIs and Overcoming Resistance {#sec3dot2-ijms-19-03491}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

EGFR TKIs are clinically beneficial for patients with NSCLC harboring *EGFR*-activating mutations. However, the emergence of resistance to these anticancer drugs is nearly inevitable. To develop specific therapeutic agents for cancer treatment, a better understanding of the resistance mechanisms is required. Resistance mechanisms to EGFR TKIs can be divided into four categories: secondary mutation in *EGFR*, activation of alternative pathways, phenotypic transformation and resistance to apoptotic cell death. The most common cause of resistance to first-generation EGFR TKIs is T790M in *EGFR*, a secondary mutation \[[@B78-ijms-19-03491],[@B110-ijms-19-03491]\].

### 3.2.1. Secondary Mutation of *EGFR* {#sec3dot2dot1-ijms-19-03491}

A secondary mutation in *EGFR*, T790M in exon 20, reduces the binding affinity of first-generation EGFR TKIs to EGFR by changing the protein conformation, resulting in resistance. Approximately 50--60% of patients with NSCLC treated with first-generation EGFR TKIs develop the T790M secondary mutation \[[@B110-ijms-19-03491],[@B111-ijms-19-03491]\]. To overcome this resistance, second- (e.g., afatinib, dacomitinib and neratinib) and third- (osimertinib and olmutinib) generation EGFR TKIs have been developed. Although the clinical dose of afatinib cannot reach a concentration that will interfere with the T790M mutant EGFR, third-generation EGFR TKIs have specific inhibitory effects on activating mutations and the T790M mutation. The third-generation EGFR TKIs osimertinib and olmutinib showed a high objective response in 50--60% of patients with the T790M mutation \[[@B112-ijms-19-03491],[@B113-ijms-19-03491],[@B114-ijms-19-03491]\]. Moreover, a recent phase III study demonstrated that osimertinib was more effective as a first-line treatment compared to first-generation EGFR-TKIs in terms of PFS \[[@B115-ijms-19-03491]\]. A recent study reported a tertiary C797S mutation as the cause of resistance to third-generation EGFR TKIs \[[@B116-ijms-19-03491]\]. To overcome C797S, the development of fourth-generation EGFR inhibitors is highly desirable. Although minor mutations, such as E709X, Ins19, Ins20, S681I and L861Q, have been detected with a low probability in clinical specimens and are considered to mediate resistance \[[@B117-ijms-19-03491],[@B118-ijms-19-03491]\], the contributions of these mutations to EGFR TKI sensitivity are not completely understood. Patients with NSCLC with these minor mutations are rare and therefore studies analyzing large datasets based on the accumulation of clinical sensitivity and gene mutation are essential.

### 3.2.2. Activation of Alternative Pathways {#sec3dot2dot2-ijms-19-03491}

Other factors of EGFR resistance include conversion from EGFR to alternative signaling pathways. In this category, the most frequently observed resistance mechanism is related to the signaling HGF receptor, MET. Met signaling is hyper-activated by MET gene amplification or by an increased HGF supply via autocrine or paracrine signaling. EGFR signaling pathways maintain their activity even in EGFR TKI-resistant cancers caused by hyper-activated MET signaling \[[@B119-ijms-19-03491]\]. Consequently, combination therapy with EGFR and MET TKIs are expected to overcome this resistance. Several clinical studies of combination therapies of MET TKIs (cabozantinib and INC280) and EGFR TKIs are currently underway \[[@B120-ijms-19-03491],[@B121-ijms-19-03491]\]. A recent study reported the acquisition of dual resistance mechanisms in NSCLC harboring an *EGFR*-activating mutation to MET TKI and EGFR TKI following previous EGFR-TKI treatment \[[@B122-ijms-19-03491]\]. These studies strongly suggest that a combination of EGFR TKI and MET TKI can overcome the acquired resistance to EGFR-TKI. A previous in vitro study demonstrated that this combined treatment was generally effective. Through MET-amplification by stepwise dose-escalation of gefitinib for 12 months, a cell line with acquired gefitinib-resistance was generated, named as PC-9MET1000 \[[@B123-ijms-19-03491]\] and was investigated in detail. We previously reported acquired wild-type KRAS overexpression and attenuation of afatinib resistance following a drug holiday \[[@B124-ijms-19-03491]\]. NSCLC cell lines with acquired resistance to gefitinib harboring reduced EGFR signaling increased the collateral sensitivity to tumor necrosis factor-α by autophosphorylation of EGFR with reduced AKT-phosphorylation \[[@B125-ijms-19-03491]\]. These results strongly suggest that the understanding of heterogeneity of EGFR TKI resistance mechanisms will contribute to the development of more effective therapeutic strategies for patients with NSCLC. However, how acquired resistance mechanisms develop requires further examination by tissue biopsy or plasma analysis.

### 3.2.3. Phenotypic Transformation {#sec3dot2dot3-ijms-19-03491}

A previous study has reported that repeated bioptic sampling from patients with EGFR mutation revealed histological transformation from adenocarcinoma to small cell lung cancer \[[@B126-ijms-19-03491]\]. Although the mechanisms underlying this phenomenon remains to be fully clarified, SCLC cells might arise from a minority of preexistent cells which were exposed to EGFR-TKIs and either derived from the multipotent stem cells, or from non-small cell lung cancer cells by transdifferentiating \[[@B111-ijms-19-03491]\]. Another common mechanism of phenotypic transformation is epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT), a process characterized by the loss of polarity and cell to cell contact by the epithelial cell layers, which undergo a remarkable cytoskeleton remodeling \[[@B127-ijms-19-03491]\]. A previous study reported that during the process of EMT, AXL upregulation might be a significant mechanism of acquired resistance to EGFR-TKI in EGFR-active mutant NSCLCs \[[@B128-ijms-19-03491]\].

### 3.2.4. Resistance to Apoptotic Cell Death {#sec3dot2dot4-ijms-19-03491}

For EGFR-TKIs, down-regulation of cellular apoptosis may be a possible cause of cancer cell resistance. NF-κB is a transcription regulator that tune tumor cell growth and proliferation, leading to the resistance to apoptotic cell death. Previous experimental studies had revealed that activation of NF-κB signaling pathway could confer TKI resistance in EGFR mutant NSCLC cells \[[@B129-ijms-19-03491]\]. Furthermore, the investigators also reported that inhibition of NF-κB signaling could cause TKI sensitivity in EGFR-mutant NSCLC cells and that upregulated NF-κB signaling condition was relative to worse PFS and decreased OS in EGFR-active mutant NSCLC in patients treated with EGFR-TKIs \[[@B130-ijms-19-03491]\].

3.3. Resistance Mechanisms to Anti-EGFR mAbs and Overcoming Resistance {#sec3dot3-ijms-19-03491}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

Previous studies have revealed various resistance mechanisms. KRAS and NRAS mutations in exon 2 were reported to lead to resistance to anti-EGFR mAbs in CRC. Alternative pathways reported to contribute to resistance to anti-EGFR mAbs include bypass signaling activation which causes gene amplification or mutation in RTKs (HER2, FGFR1, MET and PDGFR) and activation of downstream signaling pathways caused by mutations in NRAS, BRAF, or PI3CA, or deletion in PTEN \[[@B131-ijms-19-03491],[@B132-ijms-19-03491]\]. Previous studies strongly indicated that combination chemotherapies of anti-EGFR antibodies with EGFR-TKIs, anti-HGF antibodies and MEK inhibitors can overcome this resistance \[[@B133-ijms-19-03491],[@B134-ijms-19-03491],[@B135-ijms-19-03491]\].

4. HER2 Targeted Cancer Therapy, Resistance, & Overcoming Resistance {#sec4-ijms-19-03491}
====================================================================

4.1. Cancer Therapies Targeting HER2 {#sec4dot1-ijms-19-03491}
------------------------------------

To date, five Her2-targeted therapeutics are clinically available. Among them, three therapeutics are humanized mAbs that specifically bind to the Her2 extracellular domain: trastuzumab, pertuzumab and trastuzumab emtansine. Trastuzumab and pertuzumab have different binding epitopes. Trastuzumab binds to Her2 extracellular domain IV to mediate antibody dependent cell-mediated cytotoxicity (ADCC) \[[@B136-ijms-19-03491]\], suppress downstream signaling \[[@B137-ijms-19-03491]\] and downregulate this receptor \[[@B138-ijms-19-03491],[@B139-ijms-19-03491]\]. Pertuzumab binds to domain II and prevents heterodimer formation with the other Her family member \[[@B140-ijms-19-03491]\]. Trastuzumab emtansine is an antibody-drug conjugate that uses trastuzumab as a delivery carrier of the cytotoxic drug emtansin for Her2-positive cancer. Lapatinib and neratinib are small molecules TKIs approved for Her2-positive breast cancer. These drugs respectively reversibly and irreversibly inhibit both EGFR and Her2 by preventing ATP-binding to the receptors \[[@B141-ijms-19-03491],[@B142-ijms-19-03491]\]. Although these Her2-targeted therapeutics inhibit tumor growth and improve the outcomes of cancer patients, the emergence of resistance to these drugs is inevitable.

4.2. Resistance & Overcoming Resistance to Anti-HER2 Therapies {#sec4dot2-ijms-19-03491}
--------------------------------------------------------------

### 4.2.1. Obstacles in Drug Binding to Her2 {#sec4dot2dot1-ijms-19-03491}

The resistance mechanisms of the Her2-targeted therapeutics include the following: (1) obstacles to drug binding to Her2, (2) emergence of bypass signaling and (3) failure of host ADCC response.

Most factors preventing drug binding to Her2 are mediated by alterations in the Her2 protein. The 185-kDa Her2 protein gradually loses its extracellular domain by proteolytic shedding and the remaining membrane-associated 95-kDa fragment (p95Her2) acquires constitutive activity \[[@B143-ijms-19-03491]\]. Higher p95Her2 expression was reported in patients with node-positive breast cancer \[[@B144-ijms-19-03491]\]. This form of Her2 lacks a binding site for trastuzumab and is associated with clinical resistance to this therapeutic \[[@B145-ijms-19-03491]\]. In contrast, high expression of p95Her2 in cancer shows good responses to lapatinib \[[@B145-ijms-19-03491]\]. Several mutations in the Her2 kinase domain contribute to the sensitivity to small-molecule Her2 inhibitors. Mutations in this domain were observed in 2--5% of various cancers \[[@B146-ijms-19-03491],[@B147-ijms-19-03491],[@B148-ijms-19-03491]\]. Among these mutations, the Her2 T798I gatekeeper mutation is associated with a high level of resistance to lapatinib \[[@B149-ijms-19-03491]\] and neratinib \[[@B150-ijms-19-03491]\] because of the lower binding affinity for these drugs. The emergence of the T798I mutation was confirmed upon clinical progression of neratinib-treated patients with breast cancer. Interestingly, the Her2 L869R mutation is a gain-of-function mutation and increases the sensitivity to niratinib \[[@B150-ijms-19-03491]\]. An EGFR/Her2/VEGFR TKI, tesevatinib \[[@B149-ijms-19-03491]\] and afatinib \[[@B150-ijms-19-03491]\] are expected to overcome this Her2 T798I-mediated resistance. It has also been reported that the loss of Her2 amplification during neoadjuvant trastuzumab treatment is related to poor outcomes of patients compared to patients with Her2-retained tumors \[[@B151-ijms-19-03491]\].

### 4.2.2. Emergence of Bypass Signaling {#sec4dot2dot2-ijms-19-03491}

As with other TKIs, the emergence of bypass signaling that compensates for the Her2 signaling pathway induces resistance to Her2-TKIs. Bypass signaling is mediated by the emergence of alternative RTKs and/or by downstream molecule activation regardless of Her2 regulation. Activation of other members of ErbB/Her family receptors can amplify Her2 signaling by heterodimer formation and compensate for this signaling. It has been reported that inhibition of Her2 caused compensatory activation of downstream molecules mediated by Her3 up-regulation and resulted in induction of resistance to lapatinib \[[@B152-ijms-19-03491]\]. Moreover, because trastuzumab cannot prevent Her2/Her3 dimerization, up-regulation of Her3 also induces resistance to this drug \[[@B153-ijms-19-03491]\]. In RTKs other than ErbB/Her family members, amplifications of Met \[[@B154-ijms-19-03491],[@B155-ijms-19-03491]\], Axl \[[@B156-ijms-19-03491]\] and IGF-1R \[[@B157-ijms-19-03491]\] are related to resistance. These receptors can also induce resistance to EGFR-TKIs \[[@B158-ijms-19-03491],[@B159-ijms-19-03491],[@B160-ijms-19-03491]\], suggesting they are major alternative bypass signaling escape methods from ErbB/Her family receptors in cancer. The downstream molecules related to Her2-TKIs resistance include PI3K/Akt/mTOR and Src family non-receptor tyrosine kinase. PI3K is a phospholipid kinase that transmits signals from RTK to Akt by producing phosphatidylinositol (3,4,5)-trisphosphate (PIP3). A mutant p85a PI3K regulatory subunit is frequently observed in many cancers and causes constitutive activation of this enzyme \[[@B161-ijms-19-03491],[@B162-ijms-19-03491]\]. A PIP3 phosphatase, PTEN, normally inhibits PI3K-mediated signaling. However, the loss of PTEN function is frequently observed in cancer which occurs through PTEN gene mutations or transcriptional regulation \[[@B163-ijms-19-03491]\]. These alterations cause Akt pathway activation unrelated to upstream RTK and reduce the cancer sensitivity to Her2-TKIs \[[@B137-ijms-19-03491],[@B164-ijms-19-03491]\]. Src family kinases (SFKs) such as c-Src, Yes, Fyn, Fgr, Yrk, Lyn, Blk, Hck and Lck interact with many transmembrane proteins including RTK and transmit signals to downstream molecules by tyrosine residue phosphorylation \[[@B165-ijms-19-03491]\]. The activation of SFKs by gene mutation or overexpression has been frequently observed in many types of cancer and is related to the survival, angiogenesis, proliferation and invasion of the tumor \[[@B166-ijms-19-03491]\]. Up-regulation of SFKs have been reported to mediate lapatinib resistance \[[@B167-ijms-19-03491]\]. Numerous kinase inhibitors have been developed and researchers are entering an era in which drugs to overcome respective Her2-TKIs resistances are being developed. As in other forms of RKI-resistance, it is important that these inhibitors can be used in combination with Her2-TKIs for the remaining Her2 signaling after acquiring resistance.

### 4.2.3. Failure of Host ADCC Response {#sec4dot2dot3-ijms-19-03491}

Among the classified groups, ADCC response failure was reported only in cases with trastuzumab resistance. Fc gamma receptors (FCGRs) enable immune effector cells to bind to antigen-bound IgG antibodies in an ADCC reaction. A nonsynonymous single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) in FCGRIIa (amino acid 131 changed from histidine (H) to arginine (R)) mediates lower binding affinity to IgG2 \[[@B168-ijms-19-03491]\], while an SNP in FCGRIIIa (amino acid 158 changed from phenylalanine (F) to valine (V)) mediates efficient binding affinity to IgG1 \[[@B169-ijms-19-03491]\]. As a result, these SNPs modulate the ADCC response to trastuzumab. In patients with Her2-positive metastatic breast cancer, the clinical response to trastuzumab in patients with peripheral blood mononuclear cells harboring FCGRIIa H or FCGRIIIa V alleles was significantly better than when these cells harbored the other types of alleles \[[@B170-ijms-19-03491],[@B171-ijms-19-03491],[@B172-ijms-19-03491]\]. These results suggest that systemic immune reaction systems in hostal cancer patients contribute to the efficacy of trastuzumab.

5. ALK Targeted Cancer Therapy, Resistance, & Overcoming Resistance {#sec5-ijms-19-03491}
===================================================================

To target the ALK fusion protein which is expressed in approximately 5% of NSCLCs, first- to third-generation ALK-TKIs have been developed. The superiority of alectinib against crizotinib was reported as a first-line therapy for ALK-positive NSCLC. It was suggested that the 2nd and additional biopsies (including liquid biopsy) and analysis of ALK mutations would become more important when selecting optimal ALK-TKIs for cancers continuously acquiring mutations.

5.1. Targeting of ALK Fusion Protein {#sec5dot1-ijms-19-03491}
------------------------------------

ALK participates in brain and nerve development and is expressed in the nervous system, testicles and small intestine in adults \[[@B173-ijms-19-03491]\]. Like other receptor tyrosine kinases, wild-type ALK is activated by the binding of its ligand (such as augmentor α), whereas, mutant ALK is located in the cytosol and is constitutively activated in many cancer cells, such as anaplastic large cell lymphoma, in a ligand-independent manner \[[@B174-ijms-19-03491],[@B175-ijms-19-03491]\]. In 2007, Soda et al. discovered the EML4-ALK fusion gene, which acts as an oncogene and contributes to cancer progression in NSCLC \[[@B21-ijms-19-03491]\]. *EML4-ALK* is expressed in 3--5% of NSCLC cases \[[@B176-ijms-19-03491]\] and crizotinib, an inhibitor of ALK, c-MET and ROS1, was granted accelerated approval by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in 2011 as a therapeutic drug for ALK-positive NSCLC. Crizotinib significantly prolonged PFS and was superior to cytotoxic chemotherapy in chemonaïve advanced ALK-rearranged NSCLC (PFS: crizotinib 10.9 m versus chemotherapy 7.0 m, HR: 0.45 (95% CI 0.35--0.6), *p* \< 0.0001) and has been considered as standard chemotherapy \[[@B177-ijms-19-03491]\]. However, even if cancer patients show a good initial response to crizotinib treatment, most cases become resistant to this drug within 1--2 years of administration.

5.2. ALK TKI Resistance & Overcoming Resistance {#sec5dot2-ijms-19-03491}
-----------------------------------------------

The molecular mechanisms of crizotinib-resistance are largely divided into 2 groups: on-target resistance (ALK gene alteration) and off-target resistance ([Figure 2](#ijms-19-03491-f002){ref-type="fig"}). In the off-target group, bypass signaling activation (such as the other RTKs: EGFR, KIT, IGF1R and downstream signaling molecules; SRC, MEK/ERK) \[[@B178-ijms-19-03491],[@B179-ijms-19-03491],[@B180-ijms-19-03491]\] and morphological alterations (small cell lung cancer and epithelial-mesenchymal transition) contribute to this resistance \[[@B181-ijms-19-03491],[@B182-ijms-19-03491],[@B183-ijms-19-03491]\]. Recently, a specific inhibitor (SHP099) to Src homology 2-containing protein tyrosine phosphatase 2 (SHP-2, PTPN11), which contributes to a wide range of bypass signaling activations, was developed. Combination therapy of this drug and ALK-TKIs is expected to restore the ALK-TKI resistance \[[@B184-ijms-19-03491]\]. Alterations in the ALK gene are found in 30--40% of ALK-TKI-resistant patients with NSCLC; among these alterations, ALK gene amplification is observed in 6--18% of cases \[[@B178-ijms-19-03491],[@B185-ijms-19-03491]\]. In contrast to the T790M mutation which is the primary EGFR mutation causing first-generation EGFR-TKI resistance, more than 10 ALK mutations including the gatekeeper mutation L1196M, C1156, G1269 and so forth, are related to crizotinib resistance and occur at equal frequencies \[[@B186-ijms-19-03491]\]. Ceritinib and alectinib were developed as second-generation ALK-TKIs for cases of crizotinib-resistance and were approved as breakthrough therapies by the FDA in 2013 and 2014, respectively. These drugs had antitumor effects against NSCLC harboring many resistant ALK mutations and showed a more than 50% of response rate even in crizotinib-treated patients. Moreover, crizotinib is a substrate of the drug transporter p-glycoprotein and thought to be eliminated by the blood-brain barrier \[[@B187-ijms-19-03491]\]. Weak delivery of this drug to the central nervous system greatly limits the treatment of metastatic brain tumors, while both second-generation ALK-TKIs were shown to be effective for treating central nervous system tumors in clinical studies compared to crizotinib \[[@B188-ijms-19-03491],[@B189-ijms-19-03491]\]. Recently, two clinical phase III studies (global study: ALEX \[[@B189-ijms-19-03491],[@B190-ijms-19-03491]\] and in Japan: J-ALEX \[[@B191-ijms-19-03491]\]) were performed to compare alectinib and crizotinib as the first-line treatment of patients with ALK-positive NSCLC who had not received prior systemic therapy for metastatic disease. Although the dosage of alectinib differed in these studies, both studies demonstrated an improvement in PFS compared to crizotinib (ALEX: estimated median PFS: 25.7 m versus 10.4 m, HR: 0.53 (95% CI: 0.38--0.73; *p* \< 0.0001), J-ALEX: estimated median PFS: not reached versus 10.2 m, HR: 0.34 (95% CI: 0.17--0.71; *p* \< 0.0001)) and occurrence of serious adverse events (grade ≥ 3) was lower in the alectinib group than in the crizotinib group (ALEX: 41% vs. 50%, J-ALEX: 26% vs. 52%). These results suggest that a prolonged response duration can be achieved by taking countermeasures to the resistance mechanism during the primary treatment of cancer. Based on these observations, ceritinib and alectinib were approved by the FDA as the first-line therapeutics for ALK-positive metastatic NSCLC in 2017. However, because these clinical studies have not completed the analysis of OS time, it remains controversial whether a primary choice of second-generation ALK-TKIs or sequential usage of these drugs following crizotinib achieves the best survival benefit. Additionally, resistance mechanisms to second-generation ALK-TKIs were analyzed using clinical materials. Gainor et al. reported that more than 50% of cases of resistance were caused by additional ALK gene mutations \[[@B182-ijms-19-03491]\]. Thus, resistant mutations in ALK are more commonly observed for second-generation ALK-TKIs than for crizotinib. The most common ALK mutations were G1202R and F1174C/L and among them, G1202R caused resistance to all second-generation ALK-TKIs including ceritinib and alectinib. Interestingly, several ALK mutations were found to mediate drug-specific resistance among second-generation ALK-TKIs and a third-generation ALK-TKI, lorlatinib, showed efficacy to all series of resistance mutations. Clinical trials of new-generation ALK-TKIs including brigatinib and lorlatinib are being promoted \[[@B192-ijms-19-03491],[@B193-ijms-19-03491]\] which will increase the number of available therapeutics against ALK-positive NSCLC. Repeat biopsies including liquid biopsy and ALK-gene analysis during disease progression will become more important for choosing optimal ALK-TKIs. According to what mentioned above, a forecast map of the treatment sequence for ALK-positive NSCLC is presented, when crizotinib was used as the first-line treatment ([Figure 2](#ijms-19-03491-f002){ref-type="fig"}).

6. VEGF(R) Targeted Cancer Therapy, Resistance, & Overcoming Resistance {#sec6-ijms-19-03491}
=======================================================================

6.1. Targeted Therapy to Tyrosine Kinase Domains Including VEGFRs {#sec6dot1-ijms-19-03491}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

Targeted agents to the tyrosine kinase domains of VEGFRs have also been developed. Approved oral small-molecule TKIs targeting VEGFR function as multi-kinase inhibitors (MKIs) have many targets besides VEGFR, such as FGFRs, PDGFRs and other RTKs associated with angiogenesis. Many agents, such as sorafenib, sunitinib, regorafenib, pazopanib, axitinib, cabozantinib and vandetanib, have been approved for advanced or recurrent solid tumors, including renal cell carcinoma (RCC), hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC), medullary thyroid carcinoma, GIST and have antitumor effects when administered as monotherapy \[[@B194-ijms-19-03491]\]. Approved drugs for tyrosine kinase domains including VEGFRs are listed in [Table 3](#ijms-19-03491-t003){ref-type="table"}.

6.2. Targeted Therapy to VEGF Family and Their Receptors {#sec6dot2-ijms-19-03491}
--------------------------------------------------------

The first developed humanized mAb to VEGF was bevacizumab. This agent targets VEGF-A to prevent its binding to VEGFR-1 and -2. Bevacizumab is widely used to treat brain glioblastoma as a monotherapy or is combined with chemotherapy. Although promising preclinical data have been obtained, monotherapy with this agent did not show the expected effect except on brain glioblastoma. Chemotherapy combined with bevacizumab was demonstrated to exert antitumor effects as well as prolong survival among patients with advanced cancer including metastatic CRC (mCRC), NSCLC and ovarian cancer \[[@B195-ijms-19-03491],[@B196-ijms-19-03491],[@B197-ijms-19-03491]\]. Ramucirumab is a humanized mAb to VEGFR2 and has antitumor activity when combined with chemotherapy. Phase III trials of advanced gastric cancer, mCRC and NSCLC showed that addition of ramucirumab to standard chemotherapy prolonged survival compared to chemotherapy alone \[[@B198-ijms-19-03491],[@B199-ijms-19-03491],[@B200-ijms-19-03491]\]. Aflibercept is a fully humanized recombinant fusion protein composed of the extracellular domains of VEGFR-1 and -2 fused to the Fc portion of human immunoglobulin G1. It binds to VEGF-A, VEGF-B, PlGF-1 and PlGF-2, functions as a decoy VEGFR and prevents these ligands from binding to and activating their receptors. In clinical trials of mCRC, standard chemotherapy combined with aflibercept significantly improved survival compared to chemotherapy alone \[[@B201-ijms-19-03491]\]. The approved drugs for targeting VEGFRs are listed in [Table 4](#ijms-19-03491-t004){ref-type="table"}.

6.3. Resistance Mechanisms to Anti-VEGF(R) Therapies {#sec6dot3-ijms-19-03491}
----------------------------------------------------

Despite the initial response, resistance to anti-VEGF or VEGFR therapy is ultimately inevitable. The mechanisms of resistance to anti-VEGF therapies have been investigated. Although the VEGF-VEGFR axis is the primary factor in angiogenesis, various other components are involved. Blockade of the VEGF-VEGFR axis may alter its effects on other pathways to maintain angiogenesis. Preclinical investigations have indicated that VEGFR2 blockade induced upregulation of other proangiogenic factors including FGF family members, angiopoietin (ANG), PDGF and HGF \[[@B194-ijms-19-03491],[@B202-ijms-19-03491]\].

### 6.3.1. FGF(R) {#sec6dot3dot1-ijms-19-03491}

Anti-VEGF therapy induced upregulation of FGF and dual blockage of VEGF and FGF had an inhibitory effect on angiogenesis and tumor progression in a preclinical model \[[@B202-ijms-19-03491]\], the efficacy is limited in the clinic. The small-molecule inhibitor dovitinib, which targets both FGFR and VEGF, was assessed in patients with progressive advanced renal cell carcinoma (RCC) after anti-VEGF therapies. The best OR and PFS were only 3.6% and 3.7 months, respectively \[[@B203-ijms-19-03491]\]. A phase III trial comparing dovitinib with sorafenib in patients with advanced RCC who had progressed on previous VEGF-targeted therapies and mTOR therapies failed to show a survival benefit of dovitinib \[[@B204-ijms-19-03491]\]. Further biomarker analysis is required for select patients who may respond to these TKIs and more potent agents and/or combination therapies should be developed for these patients in the future.

### 6.3.2. ANG and TIE2 {#sec6dot3dot2-ijms-19-03491}

The ANG/TIE2 receptor axis is a well-known cascade of angiogenesis. An investigational report suggested that tumor progression during anti-VEGF therapies is associated with upregulation of ANG/TIE2 and dual blockade of VEGF/VEGFR and ANG/TIE2 could restore drug sensitivity in tumor cells resistant to anti-VEGF therapy \[[@B205-ijms-19-03491]\]. Trebananib is a small-molecule inhibitor of angiopoietin-1/2 and clinical trials to assess the effect of this agent combined with anti-VEGF agents (bevacizumab, pazopanib, sorafenib, sunitinib) for various solid malignancies are ongoing \[[@B206-ijms-19-03491]\].

### 6.3.3. PDGF(R) {#sec6dot3dot3-ijms-19-03491}

The interaction between PDGF(R) and VEGFR has been well-described. Based on this interaction, an alternative pathway acting through PDGF-PDGFR can quickly be developed for anti-VEGF therapy and this alteration confers resistance to anti-VEGF therapy \[[@B207-ijms-19-03491]\]. Simultaneous blocking of PDGFR and VEGFR may be promising for treating cases resistant to anti-VEGF therapy. However, clinically, it is unclear whether upregulation of the PDGF-PDGFR axis confers resistance to anti-VEGF(R) therapy \[[@B194-ijms-19-03491]\].

### 6.3.4. HGF and MET {#sec6dot3dot4-ijms-19-03491}

A mouse model of glioblastoma revealed that inhibition of VEGF signaling with bevacizumab promoted MET activation by recruiting phosphatase PTP1B to a VEGFR2/MET heterocomplex, after which malignant cells acquired resistance to anti-VEGF therapy. In this model, combined MET and VEGF inhibition decreased tumor invasion and increased survival. Moreover, bevacizumab-resistant human glioblastoma tissue exhibited MET activation along with epithelial-mesenchymal transition-like features. These findings suggest that the upregulation of MET leads to resistance to anti-VEGF therapy. Therefore, combined therapy targeting both VEGF-VEGFR and HGF/MET should overcome anti-VEGF therapy resistance \[[@B208-ijms-19-03491]\]. Cabozantinib is an orally administered small-molecule inhibitor targeting VEGFR, MET and AXL. Among patients with advanced renal cell carcinoma who are resistant to VEGFR TKI treatment, cabozantinib showed superior efficacy to standard therapy with the mTOR inhibitor everolimus \[[@B209-ijms-19-03491]\]. However, the objective response and PFS were 17% and 7.4 months, respectively, which are not satisfactory.

7. Other RTK-Targeted Cancer Therapies: MET/FGF(R)/IGF1R {#sec7-ijms-19-03491}
========================================================

7.1. MET {#sec7dot1-ijms-19-03491}
--------

Aberrant cMET activation occurs through HGF-independent mechanisms such as MET mutation, gene amplification and transcriptional upregulation \[[@B210-ijms-19-03491]\]. There are two types of therapeutics for inhibiting cMET tyrosine kinase activity: neutralizing antibodies targeting the cMET-HGF axis and small-molecule inhibitors for preventing tyrosine phosphorylation. Several TKIs and mAbs targeting cMET have been evaluated in clinical studies. Unfortunately, no MET TKIs or mAbs have been approved for clinical application. However, MET amplification, overexpression, mutation (particularly exon 14 skipping mutation) are potential candidates and MET inhibitors for the clearly validated predictive biomarkers are urgently needed. The published phase III studies of MET inhibitors are listed below ([Table 5](#ijms-19-03491-t005){ref-type="table"}).

### 7.1.1. MET TKIs {#sec7dot1dot1-ijms-19-03491}

MET TKIs can be divided into three types (I, II and III) with different binding modes and selectivity profiles. The pro-MET kinase adapts a unique autoinhibitory conformation with the activation loop locked into the ATP triphosphate binding site via a salt bridge between D1228 and K1110. Type I MET-inhibitors are ATP-competitive and bind this MET unique autoinhibitory conformation by interacting with Y1230 in the MET activation loop. Type I inhibitors can be further divided into types Ia and Ib. Type Ia inhibitors interact with Y1230, the hinge and the solvent front glycine residue G1163 (analog to the same position as ALK G1202 and ROS1 G2032), whereas type Ib inhibitors have stronger interactions with Y1230 and the hinge but no interaction with G1163. Therefore, type Ib inhibitors are specific for MET compared to type Ia inhibitors. Type II inhibitors are multitarget MET inhibitors and ATP-competitive, which pass the gatekeeper and occupy the ATP-binding pocket. Type III inhibitors bind to allosteric sites distinct from the ATP-binding site, which are not tested in clinical trials for oncology.

Crizotinib, approved for treating ALK-positive NSCLC, is a type Ia inhibitor, with potent inhibitory activity towards cMET and ALK and ROS1 \[[@B214-ijms-19-03491]\]. Cabozantinib, which has been approved for treating medullary thyroid cancer, is a type II inhibitor with multi-targeted tyrosine kinase for cMET, VEGFR2, AXL, KIT, TIE2, Fms-like tyrosine kinase 3 and RET \[[@B218-ijms-19-03491]\]. These two inhibitors are currently approved and used clinically. Other MET TKIs are under evaluation in clinical trials, such as type Ib: capmatinib, tepotinib, savolitinib and AMG337 and type II: glesatinib, merestinib.

### 7.1.2. MET mAbs {#sec7dot1dot2-ijms-19-03491}

Onartuzumab is a humanized one-armed mAb against cMET and in phase III clinical trials for unselected NSCLC patients with erlotinib plus onartuzumab vs. erlotinib plus placebo. Erlotinib plus onartuzumab did not improve clinical outcomes \[[@B212-ijms-19-03491]\]. Taken together, onartuzumab plus standard therapy in several phase II and III trials of gastroesophageal adenocarcinoma, breast cancer, glioblastoma and colorectal carcinoma has exhibited disappointing results. These findings suggest that ligand-blocking antibodies are not effective for MET inhibition. Rilotumumab is a humanized mAb for neutralizing HGF to prevent the formation of the HGF-cMET axis \[[@B211-ijms-19-03491]\] and has been evaluated in clinical trials.

### 7.1.3. Resistance to MET Inhibitors {#sec7dot1dot3-ijms-19-03491}

Several resistance mechanisms to MET TKIs have been reported including (a) MET amplification \[[@B219-ijms-19-03491]\], point mutations in MET \[[@B220-ijms-19-03491]\] and MET over-expression \[[@B221-ijms-19-03491]\], (b) KRAS amplification \[[@B219-ijms-19-03491]\], (c) bypass signaling activation \[[@B222-ijms-19-03491]\] and (d) altered miRNA expression \[[@B223-ijms-19-03491]\].

7.2. FGF(R) {#sec7dot2-ijms-19-03491}
-----------

Although no anti-cancer agents have been approved for treating cancer patients with FGFR aberrations, numerous clinical trials are currently underway. The therapies for inhibiting FGFR activation include small-molecule TKIs targeting several growth factor receptors (include FGFR), multi-target TKIs (non-selective FGFR TKIs) and selectively targeted FGFR kinase domain, selective FGFR TKIs and mAbs against FGFR and FGFR ligand traps. The published phase III studies of FGF(R) inhibitors are listed below. ([Table 6](#ijms-19-03491-t006){ref-type="table"}).

### 7.2.1. Non-Selective FGFR TKIs {#sec7dot2dot1-ijms-19-03491}

Phylogenetically, the kinase domain of FGFR, VEGFR and PDGFR families are related and TKIs have been developed as an inhibitor of VEGFRs and as inhibitors of both FGFRs and PDGFR, as multitarget TKIs. Dovitinib (TKI258) is a non-selective TKI targeting VEGFR1-3, FGFR1-3 and PDGFR and has been evaluated in phase III clinical trials. An open-label, multicenter phase III study compared dovitinib to sorafenib as a third-line targeted therapy for metastatic RCC. Dovitinib showed clinical activity for treating advanced RCC following VEGF-targeted and mTOR inhibitor therapy but was not superior to sorafenib \[[@B204-ijms-19-03491]\]. Nintedanib (BIBF1120) received FDA approval for treating patients with idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis, a rare disease but not for in applications in oncology. Lucitanib (E3810) and ponatinib (AP24534) are under clinical evaluation.

### 7.2.2. Selective FGFR TKIs {#sec7dot2dot2-ijms-19-03491}

To increase on-target effectiveness and reduce toxic effects induced by multitarget TKIs, selective inhibitors for FGFRs have been developed. FGFR1--3 have highly similar structures and thus selective FGFR TKIs inhibit FGFR1--3. Even in early clinical trials of selective FGFR TKIs, successful treatment of patients with FGFR fusions and FGFR2 amplification was observed, while unclear results were observed for other FGFR aberrations. For example, in cancers with *FGFR1* amplification, only one patient responded to AZD4547, an FGFR1--3 inhibitor, among 20 patients with FGFR1-amplified squamous NSCLC \[[@B225-ijms-19-03491]\]. Another FGFR1--3 inhibitor, NVP-BGJ398, caused tumor regression in only one patient with FGFR1-amplified breast cancer in a phase I study \[[@B226-ijms-19-03491]\]. Additionally, cancers with *FGFR3* mutation respond infrequently to this treatment. In contrast, patients with FGFR2 amplification appear to respond well to selective FGFR inhibitors. Three of nine FGFR2-amplified patients with gastric cancer responded to AZD4547 \[[@B225-ijms-19-03491]\]. FGFR fusions, such as FGFR2-BICC1 gene fusion in cholangiocarcinoma and HCC and FGFR3-TACC3 fusion in advanced solid tumors, showed good responses to NVP-BGJ398 and JNJ-42756493, respectively, even in early phase clinical studies \[[@B226-ijms-19-03491],[@B227-ijms-19-03491]\]. LY2874455, TAS120 and Debio-1347 are currently in phase I trials.

### 7.2.3. FGFR mAbs and FGF Ligand Traps {#sec7dot2dot3-ijms-19-03491}

Limited clinical evidence currently is available and several monoclonal antibodies against FGFRs are only in early clinical trials. MGFR1877S is a humanized anti-FGFR3 mAb. FP-1039 is a soluble fusion protein consisting of the FGFR1-IIIc splice isoform and functions as a ligand trap. FPA144 is an FGFR2-IIIb blocking mAb. These mAbs are being evaluated in early phase clinical trials \[[@B228-ijms-19-03491]\].

### 7.2.4. Resistance to FGFR Inhibitors {#sec7dot2dot4-ijms-19-03491}

In vitro studies revealed gatekeeper mutations in FGFRs and the activation of alternative RTKs, enabling bypass of downstream signaling activation. Gatekeeper mutations in FGFRs occur in the ATP binding cleft. FGFR3_V555M, FGFR1_V561 and FGFR2_V564 induce resistance to FGFR inhibitors in vitro \[[@B229-ijms-19-03491],[@B230-ijms-19-03491]\]. These gatekeeper mutations may create a steric conflict to limit drug-binding efficacy. Therefore, to overcoming these resistance mutations, irreversible covalent FGFRs have been developed \[[@B231-ijms-19-03491]\]. The ERBB receptor family and other RTK activators have been reported as bypass-resistance mechanisms \[[@B232-ijms-19-03491]\].

7.3. IGF1R {#sec7dot3-ijms-19-03491}
----------

IGF1R is required for malignant transformation and low IGF bioactivity protects against the development of neoplasms \[[@B64-ijms-19-03491],[@B233-ijms-19-03491]\]. Therefore, increased IGF1R signaling is linked with an elevated cancer risk and induces more aggressive behaviors of cancers. There are three strategies for inhibiting IGF1R signaling with clinical applications: IGF1R-targeted monoclonal antibodies, IGF ligand-neutralizing monoclonal antibodies and small-molecule TKIs. Some of these agents are under clinical evaluation. Numerous drug candidates have been synthesized to target IGF1R and have shown significant activity in preclinical studies. However, in phase III clinical trials, the outcomes were not promising and, unfortunately, there are no FDA-approved IGF1R inhibitors. The critical fault of IGF1R inhibitor is the lack of a predictive biomarker such as ERBB2-positive breast cancer for trastuzumab or ALK-fusion protein-driven NSCLC for crizotinib. Candidate predictive markers have been reported such as circulating IGF-1 levels in the serum, IGF1R expression in the tissues and nuclear IGF1R expression \[[@B234-ijms-19-03491],[@B235-ijms-19-03491],[@B236-ijms-19-03491]\]; therefore, it is necessary for clinical trials to identify and validate appropriate clinical applications of IGF1R blockade. The published phase III studies of IGF1R inhibitors are listed below. ([Table 7](#ijms-19-03491-t007){ref-type="table"}).

### 7.3.1. IGF1R-Targeted mAbs and IGF Ligand-Neutralizing mAbs {#sec7dot3dot1-ijms-19-03491}

IGF1R-targeted monoclonal antibodies, such as figitumumab, cixutumumab, ganitumab, dalotuzumab, robatumumab, AMG-479 and BIIB022 have been evaluated in clinical trials for solid tumors. IGF ligand-neutralizing monoclonal antibodies such as Medi-573 and BI836845 are also under clinical evaluation. Unfortunately, two phase III studies revealed that figitumumab failed to improve OS in patients with advanced non-adenocarcinoma NSCLC treated with erlotinib and carboplatin/paclitaxel, respectively \[[@B237-ijms-19-03491],[@B238-ijms-19-03491]\].

### 7.3.2. IGF1R TKIs {#sec7dot3dot2-ijms-19-03491}

Small-molecule inhibitors of IGF1R are in clinical trials, such as BMS-754807, linsitinib, XL228, AXL1717, PL225B and KW-2450. Linsitinib has been tested in combination with erlotinib in patients with NSCLC with EGFR-activating mutations and resulted in inferior outcomes compared to erlotinib alone in a phase II study \[[@B241-ijms-19-03491]\]. Furthermore, linsitinib did not improve OS compared to placebo in patients with advanced adrenocortical carcinoma \[[@B240-ijms-19-03491]\]. Further studies of IGF1R TKIs are required to identify predictive biomarkers, which may lead to improved therapeutics.

### 7.3.3. Resistance to IGF1R inhibitors {#sec7dot3dot3-ijms-19-03491}

Several factors may result in resistance to IGF1R inhibitors. InsR activation \[[@B242-ijms-19-03491]\] and a strong autocrine loop of IGF1R/InsR may mediate IGF1R inhibitor resistance. An increased level of insulin, IGF1, or growth hormone may limit IGF1R inhibition.

7.4. c-KIT {#sec7dot4-ijms-19-03491}
----------

Gain-of-function mutations in *c-KIT* gene altered the hyperactivation of RTK and are associated with several human malignancies, such as gastrointestinal stromal tumors (GISTs), acute myeloid leukemia (AML), mast cell leukemia (MCL) and melanoma. Imatinib dramatically improves the responses to the treatment of chronic myeloid leukemia (CML) and GISTs. Imatinib inhibits the tyrosine kinase activity of BCR-ABL and also mutated c-KIT and PDGFR. The clinical testing of imatinib in patients with melanoma, AML or MCL has been reported; however, the responses have been limited to a subset of patients carrying mutations in the *c-KIT* gene \[[@B243-ijms-19-03491],[@B244-ijms-19-03491],[@B245-ijms-19-03491]\]. Therefore, the current clinical application for c-KIT inhibitor is restrained to GIST.

### 7.4.1. c-KIT-TKI, Imatinib {#sec7dot4dot1-ijms-19-03491}

GIST is the most common sarcoma accounting for 18% of all sarcomas. The 70--80% of GISTs harbor mutations in the *c-KIT* gene, commonly occurring within the juxtamembrane domain of exon 11 (70%) and in the extracellular domain of exon 9 (12%). Less frequently, *c-Kit* mutations are located in the kinase I domain of exon 13 (1%), or in the activation loop of exon 17 (1%) \[[@B246-ijms-19-03491]\]. While standard chemotherapies are usually not helpful, imatinib is highly effective in delaying the progression and prognosis in patients with metastatic, unresectable, or recurrent GISTs \[[@B247-ijms-19-03491]\]. The B2222 trial, the first large trial to show the effect of 1st-line imatinib in patients with advanced GISTs, revealed high objective response rates of 49% and durable disease control of 81%. Furthermore, the estimated 9-years OS rate for all patients was 35%. The median PFS is 17 and 25 months in c-kit exon 9 and exon 11 mutations, respectively \[[@B248-ijms-19-03491]\]. Therefore, within 2--3 years of imatinib treatment, the majority of patients develop resistance \[[@B249-ijms-19-03491]\]. The second-line therapy with sunitinib, which is MTI targeting VEGFR-1, VEGFR-2, fetal liver tyrosine kinase receptor 3 (FLT3), KIT, PDGFRα and PDGFRβ, has been found to prolong time to progression compared to placebo control from 6.4 to 27.3 weeks \[[@B250-ijms-19-03491]\]. Third-line therapy with regorafenib also prolonged progression-free survival from 0.9 to 4.8 months \[[@B251-ijms-19-03491]\].

### 7.4.2. Resistance Mechanisms to c-KIT-TKI, Imatinib and Overcoming Resistance {#sec7dot4dot2-ijms-19-03491}

Approximately 10--15% of patients with GIST do not respond to imatinib. Due to intrinsic or primary resistance, the treatment fails within the first 6 month. The tumors, showing intrinsic resistance to imatinib, carry the wild-type *c-KIT* and *PDGFRA*, exon 9 mutation in *c-KIT* and D842V substitution in *PDGFRA*. The function of wild-type c-KIT and PDGFRA might be replaced by alternate signaling pathways. The exon 9 mutation in c-KIT changes the conformation to less binding to imatinib. The D842V mutation in PDGFRA strongly alters the active conformation of PDGFRA, which is then unable to bind imatinib.

#### Secondary Mutations in c-KIT

The secondary *c-KIT* mutations determined either in the ATP binding pocket of the kinase domain (exon 13 and 14), or the kinase activation loop (exon 17 and 18). The T670I "gatekeeper" mutation in exon14 of ATP binding pocket directly inhibits imatinib binding \[[@B252-ijms-19-03491]\]. Because imatinib is able to bind and inhibit only the non-activated conformation of KIT, the activation loop mutations induce imatinib resistance. Sunitinib remains sensitive to the most common secondary mutation of V654A in exon 13 and T670I in exon 14 but has no significant activity against the activation loop mutation in exon 17 and 18. Sunitinib also can only inhibit the inactive form of KIT.

#### Genomic Amplification of c-KIT

Amplification of c-KIT is not a common resistance mechanism \[[@B249-ijms-19-03491]\]. The loss of wild-type allele in *c-KIT* mutation forms hemizygous, which has been correlated with more aggressive disease \[[@B253-ijms-19-03491]\].

#### Loss of c-KIT Expression and the Alternative Signaling Activation

Interestingly, secondary *c-KIT* mutations have not been identified in GIST carrying wild-type KIT or PDGFRA. A *BRAF* V600E was determined in imatinib-resistance tissue, which did not express KIT and PDGFRA \[[@B254-ijms-19-03491]\]. The oncogenic receptor tyrosine kinase, AXL, was overexpressed with c-KIT downregulation in imatinib-resistance cell line \[[@B255-ijms-19-03491]\] and also AXL overexpression was detected in the tissue of imatinib-resistant patients by immunohistochemistry. The activation of focal adhesion kinase (FAK) appeared to be maintained in imatinib-resistant c-KIT mutant cells. Hence, FAK inhibitor could be a potential alternative strategy for imatinib-resistant GISTs \[[@B256-ijms-19-03491]\]. *IGF1R* is amplified and overexpressed in GISTs that lack *c-KIT* or *PDGFR*α mutations and its inhibition may overcome imatinib-resistance \[[@B257-ijms-19-03491]\]. The activation of alternative RTK with loss of c-KIT or PDGFRA mutation, named RTK switch, was induced by imatinib treatment. Other RTK switches induced by imatinib were identified in c-MET and FGFR. Furthermore, regarding the treatment with imatinib, FGFR-mediated reactivation of MAPK attenuates antitumor effect in patient-derived xenograft and the combination of KIT and FGFR inhibition might lead to increase efficacy \[[@B258-ijms-19-03491]\]. Indeed, several clinical trials evaluating single or combination therapies are ongoing.

8. RTKs on Cancer Therapy {#sec8-ijms-19-03491}
=========================

Over 80 kinds of molecular target drugs have been developed and approved worldwide. Out of these, 47 drugs target tyrosine kinase activity. Monoclonal antibodies account for 8 drugs, including anti-HER2 antibodies of trastuzumab, trastuzumab emtansine and panitumumab, anti-EGFR antibodies of cetuximab, panitumumab and necitumumab, anti-VEGFR2 antibody of ramucirumab and anti-PDGFRα antibody of olaratumab. Other 39 drugs are categorized as small-molecule inhibitor. Ten drugs are multikinase inhibitors (MTIs), including sorafenib, sunitinib, pazopanib, vandetanib, axitinib, regorafenib, cabozantinib, nintedanib, lenvatinib and midostaurin. Eighteen drugs are tyrosine kinase inhibitors, targeting proteins produced by oncogenes such as Bcr-Abl of imatinib, dasatinib, nilotinib, bosutinib, ponatinib, EGFR and/or HER2 of gefitinib, erlotinib, osimertinib, lapatinib, afatinib and neratinib, ALK of crizitinib, ceritinib, alectinib and brigatinib, JAK of ruxolitinib, Btk of ibrutinib and acalabrutinib. Nine drugs are serine/threonine kinase inhibitor, including temsirolimus and everolimus for targeting mTOR and vemurafenib and dabrafenib for targeting BRAF (V600E), trametinib and cobimetinib for targeting MEK and palbociclib, ribociclib and abemaciclib for targeting CDK4/6. Finally, 2 drugs, namely idelalisib and copanlisib, target PI3-kinase. The success of developing molecular targeting drugs has far exceeded that of classical chemotherapeutic agents, such as platinum, anti-metabolites, anti-tubulin agents. Among the molecular target drugs, the drugs targeting RTKs are the largest class and provide the most promising therapeutic effects for cancer patients.

9. Conclusions {#sec9-ijms-19-03491}
==============

In recent decades, through advances in genomic technologies, our understanding of RTKs and RTK-targeted therapies have dramatically progressed. Several drugs have been developed and approved for treating cancers by activating RTKs, including small-molecule inhibitors and mAbs. Although approved TKIs cause tumor regression and/or prolong survival, side-effects can occur because of the lack of selectivity to an individual target and the acquisition of drug resistance. Furthermore, for currently approved monoclonal antibodies, the efficacy of a single agent is very limited and therefore these monoclonal antibodies are used in combination with conventional chemotherapeutic agents. Targeted inhibitors to RTK fail to cure patients with cancer and thus these inhibitors are incomplete. Therefore, it is important to further examine the acquired resistance mechanisms to develop novel therapeutic strategies for tumor recurrence.
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ijms-19-03491-t001_Table 1

###### 

Network meta-analysis of PFS: osimertinib vs. chemotherapy, vs. gefitinib or erlotinib, vs. afatinib.

                                          MDs     SE     95% CIs        *p*-Value
  ----------------- --------------------- ------- ------ -------------- -----------
                    Chemotherapy          14.15   4.43   5.46--22.83    \<0.001
  Osimertinib vs.   Gefitinib/Erlotinib   7.94    3.62   0.83--15.15    0.029
                    Afatinib              8.53    5.6    −2.62--19.33   0.136

Data are represented as MD of PFS (month) and 95% CIs. MDs; mean differences, PFS; progression-free survival, 95% CIs; 95% confidence intervals.
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###### 

Network meta-analysis in PFS among chemotherapy, gefitinib or erlotinib, afatinib and osimertinib.

  Treatment              SUCRA   PrBest   MeanRank
  ---------------------- ------- -------- ----------
  Chemotherapy           2.7     0.1      3.9
  Gefitininb/Erlotinib   48.4    0.6      2.5
  Afatinib               50.6    4.4      2.5
  Osimertinib            98.3    95.0     1.1

Data are represented as the SUCRA value, PrBest and MeanRank. The SUCRA value means the ratio of the area of under the cumulative ranking curve to the total area in the plot and could be utilized to compare each treatment to an ideal treatment which is absolutely and systematically the best. Therefore, a larger SUCRA indicates more effective treatment in the present analysis. PFS; progression-free survival, SUCRA; surface under the cumulative ranking curve, PrBest; the probability of the best treatment.
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###### 

Targeted therapy to tyrosine kinase domain including VEGFR.

  Drugs                  Sorafenib                             Sunitinib                         Regorafenib                                   Pazopanib                   Axitinib              Cabozantinib                               Vandetanib
  ---------------------- ------------------------------------- --------------------------------- --------------------------------------------- --------------------------- --------------------- ------------------------------------------ -----------------------------
  Targets                VEGFR, PDGFR, c-KIT, FLT-3, RET       VEGFR, PDGFR, c-KIT, FLT-3, RET   VEGFR, PDGFR, FGFR, TIE2, c-KIT, FLT-3, RET   VEGFR, PDGFR, FGFR, c-KIT   VEGFR, PDGFR, c-KIT   VEGFR, c-MET, RET, TIE2, FLT-3, RET, AXL   VEGFR, EGFR, RET, TIE2, SRC
  Clinical Indications   HCC ^a^, RCC ^b^, Thyroid carcinoma   GIST ^c^, RCC                     mCRC ^d^, GIST                                RCC, STS ^e^                RCC                   MTC ^f^                                    MTC

^a^ HCC: hepatocellular carcinoma, ^b^ RCC: renal cell cancer, ^c^ GIST: gastrointestinal stromal tumor, ^d^ mCRC: metastatic colorectal cancer, ^e^ STS: soft-tissue sarcoma, ^f^ MTC: medullary thyroid cancer.
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###### 

Targeted therapy of VEGF family and their receptors.

  Drug                   Bevacizumab                                         Ramucirumab                           Aflibercept
  ---------------------- --------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------- -------------
  Target                 VEGF-A                                              VEGFR2                                VEGFR
  Clinical Indications   Glioblastoma, mCRC ^1^, NSCLC ^2^, Ovarian cancer   Gastric cancer, mCRC ^1^, NSCLC ^2^   mCRC ^1^

^1^ mCRC: metastatic colorectal cancer, ^2^ NSCLC: non-small cell lung cancer.
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###### 

Published phase III studies of MET inhibitors.

  Agents             Phase   Disease Characteristics         Comparison                    Clinical Trial ID
  ------------------ ------- ------------------------------- ----------------------------- ---------------------------------------
  *HGF antibodies*                                                                         
  Rilotumumab        III     MET-positive G/GEJ cancer ^a^   Chemo ± Rilotumumab           NCT01697072 \[[@B211-ijms-19-03491]\]
  *MET antibodies*                                                                         
  onartuzumab        III     MET-positive NSCLC ^b^          Erlotinib ± onartumumab       NCT01456325 \[[@B212-ijms-19-03491]\]
  onartuzumab        III     HER2(-)/MET(+)-GEC ^c^          mFOLFOX6 ± onartumumab        NCT01662869 \[[@B213-ijms-19-03491]\]
  *MET TKI*                                                                                
  Crizotinib         III     ALK (+)-NSCLC                   Chemo vs. crizotinib          NCT00932893 \[[@B214-ijms-19-03491]\]
  Crizotinib         III     ALK (+)-NSCLC                   Chemo vs. crizotinib          NCT01154140 \[[@B177-ijms-19-03491]\]
  Crizotinib         III     ALK (+)-NSCLC                   Alectinib vs. crizotinib      NCT02075840 \[[@B189-ijms-19-03491]\]
  Cabozantinib       III     HCC ^d^                         Cabozantinib vs. Placebo      NCT01908426 \[[@B215-ijms-19-03491]\]
  Cabozantinib       III     RCC ^e^                         Cabozantinib vs. Everolimus   NCT01865747 \[[@B216-ijms-19-03491]\]
  Cabozantinib       III     mCRPC ^f^                       Cabozantinib vs. Prednisone   NCT01605227 \[[@B217-ijms-19-03491]\]

^a^ G/GEJ: gastric or gastro-esophageal junction, ^b^ NSCLC: non-small cell lung cancer, ^c^ GEC: gastroesophageal adenocarcinoma, ^d^ HCC: hepatocellular carcinoma, ^e^ RCC: renal cell carcinoma, mCRPC: ^f^ metastatic castration-resistant prostate cancer.
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###### 

Published phase III studies of FGF(R) inhibitors.

  Agents            Phase   Disease Characteristics   Comparison                Clinical Trial ID
  ----------------- ------- ------------------------- ------------------------- ---------------------------------------
  *Non-selective*                                                               
  Dovitinib         III     RCC ^a^                   Dovitinib vs. Sorafenib   NCT01223027 \[[@B204-ijms-19-03491]\]
  Ponatinib         III     CML ^b^                   Ponatinib vs. Imatinib    NCT01650805 \[[@B224-ijms-19-03491]\]

^a^ RCC: renal cell carcinoma, ^b^ CML: chronic myelogenous leukemia.
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###### 

Published phase III studies of IGF1R inhibitors.

  Agents          Phase   Disease Characteristics     Comparison                Clinical Trial ID
  --------------- ------- --------------------------- ------------------------- ---------------------------------------
  *IGF-1R mAbs*                                                                 
  figitumumab     III     NSCLC ^a^                   chemo ± figitumumab       NCT00596830 \[[@B237-ijms-19-03491]\]
  figitumumab     III     NSCLC                       erlotinib ± figitumumab   NCT00673049 \[[@B238-ijms-19-03491]\]
  ganitumab       III     Pancreatic adenocarcinoma   gemcitabine ± ganitumab   NCT01231347 \[[@B239-ijms-19-03491]\]
  *IGF-1R TKI*                                                                  
  linsitinib      III     Adrenocortical carcinoma    linsitinib vs. Placebo    NCT00924989 \[[@B240-ijms-19-03491]\]

^a^ NSCLC: non-small cell lung cancer.
